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INSIDE How John Dalli’s decision to fall for Lawrence Gonzi’s bait
and take up the Brussels post came about after realising he didn’t
have a fighting chance to lead a revolt against Gonzi pages 5, 6, 7
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Don’t forget to collect
your free copy of
Gourmet Today, and our
10-year anniversary
booklet covering 20 of
our best stories ever.

Austin Gatt knew of BWSC bribery allegations
KARL STAGNO-NAVARRA
INVESTMENTS minister Austin Gatt knew since last October
that Danish media had reported
alleged cases of bribery committed by Burmeister & Wain Scan-

dinavian Contractor (BWSC)
who this summer was awarded
the controversial contract for
the €200 million Delimara power station extension.
Gatt – who repeatedly defended Enemalta’s choice of
awarding the contract to BWSC

notwithstanding the series of
alleged irregularities pointed
out by the Opposition and other competing consortia for the
project – was in fact confronted
with copies of the damning media reports by PN backbenchers
in a parliamentary group.

During that meeting that discussed the Opposition’s motion
on the controversial contract,
one MP reportedly asked Gatt
if he knew about the allegations
and showed him a copy of the
newspaper reports.
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